








Undoubtedly a few Faorese Kiwanians hummed this famous Rosmary Clooney song as
they preapared for Kiwanis festivities in Torshavn, the Capital of the Faroe Islands, last
October 24.  Why? - A new Kiwanis house in Torshavn was being inaugerated on this
day. The house was built by the two Torshavn clubs, KC Rosan and KC Torshavn. This
was also the day of change of officers in the two clubs along with the 3rd club in the Faroes,
KC Eystoy. The induction ceremonies were conducted by Jon Eriksson the incoming Lt.
Governor for the Division. He was joined by 6 visiting Icelandic Kiwanians, including Iceland-
Faroes District governor-elect Geir Gudmundsson. Also, the Faroese Kiwanians remember

with fondness the visit of the KI dignitaries to the islands. Exactly, one year ago IP Don Canady upheld
his promise, given as a Iceland Faroes district councillor, that if elected as International President, he
would be the first President to visit the Islands. The
new Kiwanis house will be a big boost to the clubs
and hopefully strengthen the ranks of Kiwanis in the
Faroes which has had a presence there since 1971.
 We congratulate the clubs on their fine achievement
and hope that his will bring good fortune and
prosperity to the Kiwanis movement in the islands

Game in Iceland?
Every year for the past 23 years KC Hraunborg in
Hafnarfjör¶ur Iceland has organized a spectcular
wildlife game buffet This is the clubs biggest
fundraiser and as time has gone by, the event has
become more popular and tasteful and is now
attracting many sultry paricipants.  The entertainment
is first class and proceeds from a lottery and art
auction bolster the service fund of the club, which
has through the years been used to suppport many whortwhilc causes in the township. At the festival
the club e.g. donated ISK 250.000 to a family aid organization in Hafnarfjör¶ur. The main speaker at this
years festival was a famous political figure in Iceland, a former leader of a political party and minister
of agriculture.  Now retired he has emerged as a very popular commedian which had his audicence in
tears for about 1 hour. But the main attraction was the food, an exquisit menu with an amazing variety
of game to be found in Iceland. In the beginning KC Hraunborg members did the fishing and hunting and
cooking, but as attendance grew this became too big of a task and was left to professionals in the hunting
and culinary arts. Just to tease the tase buds of the reader I am giving you a glimps of what the menu
looked like which along with the  pictures tell the whole story a bout this great event. Bon appetit!!!

Filets de Baleine au Wasabi
gateau de Saumon au geniévre el poivre
Truite fumée á l´ ancienne sauce au Raifort
Calamar Islandais sauté, Persillade
Mousse de Flétan et Saumon en chaud Froid
Hareng mariné et epices
Fou de bassan légerement fumés 
Galantine de Faisan
Mousse de lagopéde (poule des neiges)
Ballotine  de saumon Sauvage
Paté d´oie sauvage
 Magret d´oie grise (facon viande des grisons)
Magret d´oie grise fumée Huile  de noix
Macareux seches feuilles de bouleau
Mouette eda albatros fumé
Macareux en escabéche
Terrine de Sanglier



A breath of Kiwanis life!
Building a new Kiwanisclub is no mean feat.
It takes a mixture of practice, plenty of patience,
organization and a big doze of communications
skills. These are in abundance in KC Sólborg
in Hafnarfjör¶ur Iceland. They are a womens
club that governor Óskar challenged to build
another womens club during his year. The
women of Solborg took charge. Under the
leadership of the districts womens committe
and Johanna Eiriksdóttir wheels were set in
motion that have now truned into a foundation
to build a new KC club on. The first classic
club in the district in 5 years.
Not only is Sólborg building a new club but
they are also adding members. 3 have already
joined this year and more are on the touchline.
 Governor Óskar attended the induction

ceremony meeting and assisted  with the formalities. Later a male
nurse gave the members a lesson in first aid and CPR including

m o u t h  t o  m o u t h
resuscitation on a dummy
named Pamela to honor
the governor.  Of cause the
Governor had to practice
his kiss of life skills. When
seeing how professioanally
he handled the task
someone said that he was
the right man to breath new
life into the Kiwanis
movement in Iceland!
Picture are from the first
organizational meeting of the new womens club and of the
governor breathing new life into Kiwanis. KUDOS to KC Sólborg
for a job well done.



As part of the worldwide focus of Kiwanis International
efforts to help children in need, the Kiwanis Koru Club
Ankara-Turkiye has decided to meet the needs of the
New-Born Unit of Sami Ulus Children’s Hospital. This
particular hospital has been selected because it is
the last hope of many children from low income families
with serious medical conditions. The new-born
intensive care unit has been prioritized over other
units in the hospital because it is where the line
between life and death is thinnest. The support
program has been led in guidance of the specialists
working in these units to better capture and remedy
the deficiencies.

the specialists have informed us that there is a (dire)
need for blankets. Despite the blanket being cheap
and simple commodities, the families of some of infants (the children born in the hospital) lack the
financial resources to afford them. Our first contribution has been through the “Blanket Project” which
has delivered new blankets to every new-born baby who needs blankets when they are discharging
to home. The warmth of a blanket for a new-born is invaluable and it might make the difference their

lives. It is not only kept warm but also a kind of
simple protection barrier from outside between falling
victim to disease or not – which would be fatal for
a baby at that stage of her life.

The next step of the program has been decided after
 consulting the head of the New-born Intensive Care
Unit, Assoc. Prof. Aysegul Zenciroglu. She has
informed us that certain important pieces of
equipment would have a significant impact in the
functioning of the hospital. The first of these is a
“Urea Refractometre” which improves the efficiency
with which diseases are diagnosed by cutting down
on the time required to perform a biochemical analysis

of new-born urea. The time difference in
diagnosing a new-born’s disease might
make the difference between life or death
for the baby.

Another piece of equipment we donated
is an improved kind of “Breast Milk Pump”
which makes breast milk extraction
significantly easier for the mother. Although
there were two other pumps of an older
type for the same purpose, upon the
introduction of the milk pump purchased
by our club, it has been observed by the
then-incumbent president Assoc. Prof.
Nesrin Cobanoglu that there is a huge line



in front of the pump donated by the Kiwanis
Club whereas the other two pumps are empty.
When she approached and asked one of the
mothers waiting in line why she prefers the
Kiwanis-donated pump to the other two, she
has responded by saying that the new pump
is much more similar to the natural nursing
of a baby and therefore allows her to produce
much more milk in comparison to the other
two machines. The extended period of nursing
allowed by the new machine, the specialists
inform us, might help her baby avoid falling
victim to a disease which would not have
been possible without this simple piece of
equipment.

The third piece of equipment supplied was

a special dishwasher built solely for baby bottles
which has replaced a general-purpose
dishwasher. The special dishwasher has many
advantages such as disinfecting the bottles and
therefore reducing any chances of infection.

The funds with which to support the hospital have
been raised through the initiative of the Kiwanis
Koru Club members under the leadership of 13th














